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Recommendations/Decisions Required: 
 
For the Select Committee to consider the ICT update report. 
 
Report: 
 
Achievements 2020/2021 
 
1. Over the past year we have focused on completing the ICT restructure and improving 

the basic ICT service the team delivers. Seventeen colleagues have left the team, and 
10 have joined. The team is now at capacity.  A business partner model has been 
implemented with meetings held with each service area (19) every month. This has led 
to better alignment of ICT services and service area requirements. The session review 
operational issues, projects, and strategic plans.  
 

2. The team have implemented a service desk management tool that provides better 
visibility and management for incidents, changes and problems. This is being used 
across the whole team and by all colleagues across the council to ensure tickets are 
raised, visible and appropriately prioritised and dealt with. The number of aged tickets 
has decreased from 102 in Oct 2020 to 13 in March 2021, and the SLA has gone from 
89% to 98 % in the same timeframe.  

 
3. The team have facilitated the home and remote working for all colleagues across the 

council, and provided laptops, Microsoft teams, and BYOD support. This has been 
essential due to the Covid restrictions and the mandate for all colleagues to work from 
home if possible. 

 
4. A new project governance process has been implemented. In August 2020 we did not 

have a list of projects. When the list was collated there was 202 projects on the list and 
the effort to complete them would have taken 14.76 years. This was leading to failed 
delivery across the board. The new process has now delivered 113 projects, and 25 
are currently live, 12 are being scoped and 66 are on hold. The process is governed by 
a monthly IT portfolio governance meeting that monitors all the projects and decides 
on which should take priority when there are resourcing constraints.  

 
5. Other work has been completed to prepare and simplify the environment. This includes 

removing duplicate or overlapping solutions, such as Aerohive, moving the firewall 
management to the cloud and migrating colleagues to O365 in the cloud. 

 
6. The accommodation project has required significant ICT resourcing and the team have 

been involved in aspects covering networking, AV, equipment fitting, resource booking 
systems and decanting of equipment. 
 



 
7. Security has remained a key focus with the emphasis on how to safely open things up 

to provide better user experience. This has included working more closely with the 
Strategic Information Governance group to assess risks and implement agreed 
changes. 
 

8. A new Disaster Recovery solution has been implemented which allows services to be 
run from the cloud in case of total loss of on site solutions.  

 
Infrastructure Review 2021/2022 
 
9. With these basics now in place, it is time to move on the next stages of the ICT 

journey. This is focusing on improving resilience of services and removing the 
dependency on the Civic centre infrastructure. It is time to move to the Azure cloud. 
Initial assessments have been completed which support the business case of moving 
to a hybrid cloud model initially. This means will move those services best suited to 
running in Azure and not those that currently wouldn’t work that well. We will then 
change the way we access services, so we access directly via the cloud and only 
come into the computer suite for services that still run there. This will improve the 
resilience of the ICT services and mean that things will be able to run independently 
from the physical computer suite.  
 

10. A report was commissioned from Methods (a specialist ICT consultancy) in Jan 2021 
which review the options for progressing moving to the cloud (i.e. our infrastructure 
strategy) and presented the pros and cons. The findings of this report are included 
below. 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 
Azure vs Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
 
11. In order to complete the analysis on cloud costs the current EFDC infrastructure was 

analysed using both the Azure and AWS cost calculators to estimate potential future 
costs 

 
Options Cost Summary 

 
 
12. The next steps for this project are as follows; 
 

a. Complete the Infrastructure and Applications Strategy documents 
b. Seek strategic agreement to the Strategies and option appraisal recommendations 
c. Outline the business case to produce a cloud readiness assessment and plan for 

implementation 
d. Commission a Microsoft Gold Partner in Cloud Platform to undertake a cloud 

readiness assessment 
e. Define an implementation plan, resource profile and requirements to comission 

external support to implement 
f. Complete full business case for hybrid cloud 

 
13. A cloud readiness assessment has been commenced to gather further data to assist 

with the planning process.  
 

14. To support this move, the back up service will be moved to the cloud, the network will 
be revamped to ensure effective access, and the existing physical infrastructure will be 
strengthened where appropriate. 
 



15. This change will also facilitate the other application work the council is doing to procure 
new planning and housing management systems. 

 
16. As part of an application review, other applications, from our current 145 systems 

portfolio, will be switched off, upgraded, migrated to the cloud or moved to Software as 
a Service. An application strategy is being completed, alongside a service 
management and infrastructure strategy, that will help steer the selection of solutions 
and changes going forward.  

 
17. More work will be done on the collaboration set of products as the current working from 

home and flexible working will continue with the new usage of the Civic building.  
 
18. This report is seeking support to continue the cloud journey and move key services 

into the Azure environment. 
 
Reason for decision:  
 
No decision is required by the Committee; however it is asked to consider the achievements in 
2020/21 and the current review of the Council’s infrastructure and planned work for 2021/2022  
 
Options considered and rejected: 
 
The infrastructure review identified several options of which 2 were discounted; 
 

 
 
Consultation undertaken: 
 
Not applicable 
 
Resource implications:  
 
Costs have been included in the budget for 2021/2022 
 
Legal and Governance Implications: 
 
Procurement of applications/systems will be procured in accordance with the Council’s Policies 
and Guidance 
 
Safer, Cleaner, Greener Implications: 
 
Not applicable 
 
Consultation Undertaken: 
 
Not applicable 



 
Background Papers:  
 
Not applicable 
 
Impact Assessments: 

 
Risk Management 
 
Risks are set out in paragraph 10 within the report. 
 
Equality: 
 
Not applicable. 

 
 
 


